From the Desk of Hermina
Ancient Wisdom Rediscovered
Mother Earth is setting the Rhythm to our Well-Being

iMRS

The Invisible Hug by Mother Earth
“Intelligent Wellness as its Best”
“There is virtually no other biophysical process that has aroused more interest over
centuries than PEMF (pulsed electro magnetic fields), known as magnetic resonance
stimulation (MRS). This is due on the one hand to the surprising effect which has even
moved the FDA, the American Food and Drug Administration and Health Canada to
include MRS into the official catalogue of remedies for bone and wound healing, Health
Canada adding circulation and pain. On the other hand it is due to an increasing number
of publications on the biological effect of pulsed electromagnetic waves, preventative
and therapeutic”. (Dr. med. Rolf-Rainer Krapf, International Medical Academy).
Modern biophysics leaves no doubt that the clearest and most elementary health
indicator of the body’s 75 trillion cells is their vigorous resonation with the earth
magnetic field. However, in industrial nations, numerous artificial and usually
completely contradictory magnetic fields interfere with the natural earth magnetic field.
This “electro smog” and various other unhealthy aspects of our lives act as invisible
energy robbers. This type of constant strain on our organism can become a cause of
chronic illness.
There, the iMRS comes to rescue, mimicking the natural earth magnetic field.
Offering German/Swiss engineering, quality and reliability, the iMRS has become the
world leading pulsed electromagnetic field therapy device. Medically approved
throughout Europe, it has long been acknowledged as the most valuable bridge between
conventional and holistic medicine.

Think of magnetic resonance stimulation (MRS) as a “whole body battery
recharger”, “jump starting” all our cells back to health with absolutely NO side
effects. The iMRS system is easy to operate and can be tailored to your individual health
and wellness needs. It is offered for purchase or rental with affordable monthly
payments.
For the first time in history, a PEMF-device for home use offers a whole range of
additional options. These options include the iGUIDE, a built in database of 250
health conditions and pre-programmed settings for the full body mat, pillow and
probe.
It offers a biofeedback finger sensor, called iMORE (interactive Monitoring and
Regulating) which automatically adjusts the intensity to match the body’s needs. Doing
so, it takes the guesswork out of using the iMRS, putting it on “autopilot” for you to relax
and enjoy the benefits.
It further offers the iSLRS (integrated Sound-Light-Relax System) which can best be
described as a “spa for your brain”. With its ability to synchronize both hemispheres of
the brain, it melts away stress, deepens your ability to enjoy relaxation, restores sleep and
naturally improves emotional balance without drugs or side effects.
While we don’t need to become physicists, all of us need to understand and use
energy better, and when we do, we will enjoy better health. Improve wellbeing with
the iMRS, the Gentle Force of Nature -
Go for it!
Hermina

